53BP1: A key player of DNA damage response with critical functions in cancer.
Maintenance of genome integrity and stability is a critical responsibility of the DNA damage response (DDR) within cells, such that any disruption in this kinase-based signaling pathway leads to development of various disorders, particularly cancer. The tumor suppressor P53-binding protein 1 (53BP1), as one of the main mediators of DDR, plays a pivotal role in orchestrating the choice of double-strand break (DSB) repair pathway and contains interaction surfaces for numerous DSB-responsive proteins. It has been extensively demonstrated that aberrant expression of 53BP1 contributes to tumor occurrence and development. 53BP1 loss of function in tumor tissues is also related to tumor progression and poor prognosis in human malignancies. Due to undeniable importance of this protein in various aspects of cancer initiation/progression, angiogenesis, metastasis and development of drug resistance, as well as its targeting in the treatment of cancer, this review focused on explaining the structure and function of 53BP1 and its contribution to cancer.